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Outcome as a 
Result of this 
Session

Based on the ideas and 
examples shared, you will 
begin to plan for 
building relationships 
during the first few weeks of 
school that can be adapted 
to different scenarios:

• Onsite

• Online

• Hybrid



Building 
Relationships

• VOICE: Increasingly more 
open to share their thinking

• CO-CREATION: 
Thinking interdependently to 
construct and take actions on 
ideas

• SOCIAL 
CONSTRUCTION: Building 
networks and connections to 
seek out and share expertise

• SELF-DISCOVERY: Reflecting 
on learning and gaining 
insights through self-knowledge



Please Post in the 
Chat:

What did you learn about 
yourself as an 
educator during the 
pandemic? 

What surprised you?

Take moment to read 
what others are saying.



What are the 
Habits of Mind? 
Habits of Mind are a set of 
thinking dispositions at the 
core of social, emotional, 
and cognitive behaviors.

These Habits help us 
respond intelligently and 
empathically when 
confronted with problem 
situations, conflicts, and 
uncertainties the 
resolution to which are not 
immediately apparent.
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Reinforcing by Identifying Habits

Where have you used these Habits 

during the time you were at home 

learning?



STUDENT REFLECTION: 
MEASURING CUP 
MATH EXAMPLE 

One way I have persisted through 
this time was, I was baking 
chocolate cookies. I had gotten 
stuck on a question my parents 
asked me about 
measurements. The question was 
“how many times can 4 go into 
10?”

I had gotten stuck a few times but 
then I kept trying. I persisted and 
then I found out that 2x5=10 then I 
said “ 4 can go into 10 2 times, 
because 5x 2=10 with a remainder 
of 2.” —Angie



STUDENT 
REFLECTION: 
PERSISTING

One way I persisted through 
this pandemic is keeping 
physically active. I do different 
workouts. I also run and 
practice soccer on 
Wednesdays. I go skating to a 
school near me with my older 
brother and i walk my dog.

I found that keeping physically 
active is not only fun but helps 
me stay healthy. — Ciaran



Please Post in the 
Chat:

How might you use 
these ideas or others 
to introduce a few 
habits in the first few 
days?

Take moment to read 
what others are saying.



Letting Them Know Who You are as 
Their Teacher

OPTIONS FOR 
CONNECTING

• Pre-recorded

• Virtual conference

• CONSIDERATION: Role 
of parents as viewers 
and participants

MODEL FOR THEM BY 
SHARING:

• What the experience felt 
like to you during this period?

• Some insights you observed?

• A new interest you pursued?

• What you are 
looking forward to as you 
learn together this year?

• Other...



BUILDING A CULTURE BY 
COMMUNICATING AND 
THINKING 
INTERDEPENDENTLY

• Know them as they see 
themselves

• Learn more about their strengths 
and contributions they can make 
to the classroom culture

• Provide a scaffold for co-creating 
ideas and questions that might 
lead to investigations

• Find connections between their 
lives, interests and aspirations 
and the academic content of the 
class



Whole 
Class 

Surveys

Purpose of surveys 
is for you to:

Know them as they see themselvesKnow

Learn more about their strengths and 
contributions they can make to the classroom 
culture

Learn

Provide a scaffold for co-creating ideas and 
questions that might lead to investigations

Provide

Find connections between their lives, interests 
and aspirations and the academic content of the 
class

Find



S.O.A.R. Template

STRENGTHS — I am good at…

Sample prompts:
• What do you excel at? What are your greatest 

accomplishments? What are you most proud 
of?

• What makes you unique?
• What strengths do you have that you feel 

would be most valuable when you are 
working with others?

OPPORTUNITIES — Areas that I can 
improve upon …
Sample prompts:
• What partnerships could you make that might 

lead you to greater success?
• What do you observe in the world that seems 

to align with your greatest strengths?
• What barriers do you see that you could 

reframe as opportunities?
• What needs and wants do you have that you 

could address so that you could be 
successful?

ASPIRATIONS — What I want to be and 
achieve in the future…

Sample prompts:
• Who do you imagine you might like to be in 

the future?
• What issues do you feel you would like to play 

a role in solving?
• How do you imagine you would make a 

difference in the world?

RESULTS — Evidence that I will have 
met my aspirations and goals…

Sample prompts:
How will you know if you are achieving your 
goals and aspirations?
• How can we translate our vision of success 

into tangible outcomes?
• How will you know when you’ve achieved 

your goals?



Examining the Survey

Take a look at the survey.

What questions would you want to include? Share in the chat.

Which of the questions would you use in a survey and which might 
you use to build community through a group discussion rather than a 
survey?



Getting to Know 
the Students

•1-1

•Small groups

•Whole group



Listening With 
Understanding 
and Empathy

• Pause: Allow for a few moments 
before you jump in to respond to 
the person. Establish the tone 
that there is no rush in this 
conversation. There will be time 
to think.

• Paraphrase: Say what the other 
is saying in your own words. This 
lets them know that you 
understand.

• Probe: Ask questions to clarify 
your understanding and their 
thinking. Show your honest 
curiosity in what they are saying.



Please Post in the 
Chat:

What did you notice 
about the kinds of 
questions and use 
of paraphrasing in 
the model 
conversation?



Focus groups
(Small group )

Your purpose is to listen carefully to what the children are 
saying and to manage your impulsive desire to interact with, 
judge or give advice.  Use open ended and authentic 
questions.  Be curious.

A good prompt is:  Some people say…and others say…

Paraphrase and synthesize when you need to move the 
conversation on to another topic. 



Conferencing
(one-one)

This provides a rich opportunity to be one-one with 
students. You are attentively making yourself available and want 
to hear how they are thinking. (listening with understanding and 
empathy)

You can help them discover who they are as learners.

• What are you eager to learn more about?

• What are the best conditions that you need in order to study?

• What concerns do you have about our work together this year?

• How do you like to keep your notes to remember what you are 
learning?



Setting up Guidelines 
for Respectful 
Behaviors

Co-creating ground rules to 
make this a psychologically 
safe place for learning.

Start the list with in our class 
we:

• Care for ourselves

• Care for each other

• Care for our learning 
environment

Which of the Habits of Mind 
will be most important for us 
to use to build this class 
culture?





Zoom Rules 

Questioning 
and Posing

Questioning and Posing Problems

• Don’t be afraid to ask when you are not sure or don’t understand something.  If something poses a 
problem, ask in a way that is constructive toward finding a solution rather than judging.

Thinking and 
Communicating

Thinking and Communicating with Clarity and Precision

• Make certain that you are sufficiently descriptive—don’t rely on shortcuts or assume that others know 
what you mean.

Listening
Listening with Understanding and Empathy

• Paraphrase and ask clarifying questions to make sure you understand before adding your own 
thinking.



Documenting Your 
Learning: Remaining 
Open to Continuous 
Learning

Decide how you will 
keep track of your 
learning this year:

○Sketch notes

○Journaling

○Jam bars

○Other?



Taking Action

Apply learning from this sessionApply

Generate ideas and collaborate with othersGenerate

Share ideas to get feedback and limit redundancyShare



Do not train a child to learn by force or 
harshness; but direct them to it by what 

amuses their minds, so that you may be better 
able to discover with accuracy the peculiar bent 

of the genius of each. –– Plato



Stay Connected!
• Institute for Habits of 
Mind: www.habitsofmind.org

•Learning 
Personalized: www.learningpersonalized.com

•Twitter handles: 
@benakallick @allisonzmuda

http://www.habitsofmind.org
http://www.learningpersonalized.com

